


  WALK-IN
 EXPERIENCE

Throughout different experiences of my long life, in the winter 2004-05, during a stay of six
weeks in a small village of Mexico, I started a series of experiences to merge with what I
believed, at that time, was my higher self but turned out to be an extraterrestrial.  The term
(walk-in) to describe people that accept to be invested with an exterior entity or extraterrestrial
that more or less takes control of their bodies did not exist yet at that time or at least not to my
knowledge. So, here is the report of intense and intimate experiences of this union that took
place in that trip down south.

Most of my experiences do not ensue of long reflections nor deepening of certain readings
(at least consciously) but are rather spontaneous and very instinctive. Sometimes, it is the
child in me who always looks for wonderment,  pushes the adventure further to avoid the
boredom of the everyday life that weighs on me easily; sometimes, it is an interior strength
which suggests new experiences to surpass myself ceaselessly. I toured the world so many
times throughout so many lives that I happened to know all the aspects, possible nuances of
living in a physical body. I then chose to undertake in this life, what I hope will be the last one
down here, a great conclusion. I settled my last karmic debts; I finalized the last conflicting
links; I made peace with the human race and I am ready for ascension.

Who am I as an individual? Is the perception of myself limited to my physical body and its
five senses? Does growing in wisdom and consciousness implicate to unite my other self to
greater? The rediscovery of my past lives has shown me a vaster image of what I was but did
these other selves have also a certain autonomy with regard to what I was now? Was I a lone
individual having lived many lives or was I a whole of indivduals connected by an unknown
frame? Did uniting with  greater implicate the loss of my individuality or the acquisition of
global knowledge contained in this great reservoir that is the universe? I was at the point of
my life  quite easily able to awaken and get the experiences of other lives, of other selves and
make them mine in this life. Would giving in to a being greater in knowledge, in living and in
wisdom be a plus? We all live in an immense universe which is in fact an immense living and
conscious organism. What is our part of freedom and our part of belonging? Up to where can
I express myself as an individual and what are the limits to respect in order to live in harmony
with this gigantic being? Up to what point can I merge with the universe and at the same time
keep my individual consciousness?   

EXPERIENCE 1

It has been a month already that I am here in Mexico in this small motel called EDEN in the
middle of a tiny village near the ocean. This first month was spent in relaxing and in writing
new reflections inspired by Naja, the extraterrestrial entity that is, I believe, my higher self.
From my part, I start today a series of experiences which I already suspect to where they will
lead me. It has now been 25 years that I lived, during my trip to the Açores Islands, this great
transformation that put me in contact with my higher self. That experience had premisses well
before and had repercussions well after. Could I live again moments of exaltation that prolong



and surpass this adventure? My journey of 25 years and mostly manipulations of energy in
my physical body along with my secondary bodies predisposed me to feel all things with a
greater sensibility, in other words, a widened acuteness.

               
The first concrete gesture to make was to invoke my brothers of light, those of the fraternity

I belonged to. In general, we are all related to a group of beings with whom we have affinities,
exchanges and support. They are long-time familiar consciousnesses with which we show
solidarity. Their presences were necessary to assist me, guide me and protect the premises
from indiscreet looks even though, for this last function, I could have sollicitated soldier angels
that are very efficient to stand guard against the inappropriate onlookers.     .

Lying on my bed, as if they were waiting for my signal, they came rapidly to my bedside. I
do not see, as some of my friends, clear embodiments almost tangible from visitors of parallel
worlds; I often perceive only an energetic concentration in space, a presence which makes
dense the ambient air and takes form only in my mental by a suggestive image. I was ready,
in  their  comforting  company,  to  follow  their  indications.  Would  they  extract  again  an
undefinable part of me to bring it in order to make a transformation? This time, my opening of
the last years made me capable of understanding better the subtilities of the experience. They
told me that they would extract from me what seemed to be my energetic center that feeds
my higher bodies, between the mental and the conceptual one, frequencies that are precious
to extraterrestrials. I trusted their capacities and was not overly preoccupied on the way they
would proceed. In the action, too many reflections paralyze. My knowledge also had limits in
this field and I gave in to their competence. In these conditions, the operation was barely
perceptible and I fell asleep instantly.

I will disgress here to explain that any living being owns at least three basic bodies to be
alive and conscious. In humans, it is the physical body, the emotional body and at last, the
mental body. But to survive to the death of the first one, it takes a fourth (sentimental for
humans) and to be sure, a fifth (amorous) that allows to prolong the individual consciousness
with always three fundamental bodies. But not too many species own more than three which
make humans privileged to be able to prolong individually throughout many lives. Each new
body, which is in fact a frequency level, is in general a third to three times greater that the
previous one and has a life expectancy in the same proportions. Each of their name given
here by Naja is only a convention to define a fast frequency of vibrant energy. It is possible to
own up to seven bodies on earth of which the sixth is called conceptual body and the seventh,
transcendental body.  This universe here can contain up to twelve bodies therefore twelve
frequencies. (All that is explained in detail in my book 'The origin of all').    

Superior entities can extract certain parts of our bodies for different purposes as to repair,
purify,  regenerate, stimulate, improve. They can reintegrate them after in their place while
minimising the shock of return for the organ and the organism. This is done thanks to the
synchronization  of  vibrations,  the  correspondence  in  depth  of  the  characteristics  of  two
entities. Also, an additional contribution of energy in the organ which is perceived around as
pleasant and beneficial is then always welcome. Any rejection is excluded when the vitality of
each is filled. This technique is the base of a science which aims towards immortality.             

The  following  morning,  when  I  awoke,  I  was  as  in  a  fog.  During  the  three  days  that
followed, I  wandered in my apartment without being able to concentrate, nor reflect about
anything. I was just conscious enough to recognize not being in a normal state and had just



enough energy to maintain my vital functions. It is in exceptional circumstances as this one
that we become aware of the importance of our superior bodies and the precious role they
play  in  the  clear  perception  of  our  environment.  Without  them,  we  have  a  gross  and
rudimentary perception with our three basic bodies. The example of the majority of animals
that own as us the physical body, the emotional body and the mental body are no less limited
by the absence of two other superior bodies that play an important role in humans. It is those
last two that make all the difference in the subtle perception of our universe. If people could
themselves feel my actual state, they would understand.      

EXPERIENCE 2

Three days had gone by when, one morning, I perceived the presence of my brothers of
light  in my room. They were ready to give me back my missing part  but  they made me
understand that they would wait for the right moment when I would be ready also. Without
asking myself too many questions on when and how this would happen, I had the intuition to
begin immediately a series of orgasmic experiences in my basic body. The idea that came to
me was to renew with my first experiences in that field that already dated of about 20 years.
Well  seated on my bed,  I  imagined at  first  a  form of  funnel  of  more  than one meter  of
circumference over  me that  concentrated the present  energy in the air  in  a strong bright
column of a few centimeters of diameter. After, I made go down that beam of energy on top of
my skull and inside my head. That column of energy was really drawn from the ambient air by
reuniting and concentrating particles of the primordial divine essence. That column was of a
neutral base as the divine energy is at the original state but very powerful in potential. It is me
then  that  decided  to  give  it  its  desired  characteristics,  either  positive,  energetic,  vibrant,
affectionate or any other desired intentions.

The primordial energy which has given life to all that exists is then the same fiber of which
is weaved the universe. It is also present in the original state, formless and neutral in the
environment.  By a sustained effort,  it  can be concentrated in a restricted space,  directed
towards a precise place and tinged with our particular desires. It is the essence which we
make vibrate, the substance which we shape unconsciously every day by our gestures, our
emotions, our thoughts, etc. and which create our reality. Why not do it consciously to build a
better future.       

In this experience, I was now only looking for pleasure by vibrant and stimulating qualities
of this energy in me. I lingered at first to make it go down as far as my neck and accumulate
to the height of the chakra of the throat, the anchorage of my amorous body (the fifth). I
imagined a sphere of luminous and radiating energy that intensified more and more provoking
waves of vibratory heat along my spine down to its base and then in my sexual organ. I felt
then  during  about  10  minutes  a  sustained  pleasure  similar  to  an  orgasm.  The  vibration
lessened itself  after and back to a state more natural,  I  took a break. During one hour, I
attended to other activities.             

It should be known that the seven principal chakras that are located along the central axis
of our being (the spine for the physical body) are anchors for our seven potential bodies and
their supplies in energy feed consequently their corresponding bodies.

At the beginning of the afternoon, I returned to sitting indian style on my bed, the back on
pillows against the wall. I made come down again the energy column on my head and down



to my nape and finally even lower, at my chest level. At this location, the chakra of the heart,
the link with the sentimental body (the fourth), I created a star more and more brilliant and
pulsating in all directions. The amplitude ended up provoking waves of heat and unspeakable
pleasures which propagated in me, around me embracing my whole spine down to my sex.
The sensations due to connections more direct were most intense and intoxicated me longer.
A returned lull, I took a new pause but much longer which brought me to suppertime.

After this kind of experience which can last between a half-hour to two hours with from one
to seven energy ecstasies, I  need around three hours minimum so that my sensitive and
energetic potential can be fully operational again. In general, my body indicates when it is
ready for a new session and sometimes, without possibility of delay.  My personal system
works by blocks of three or its multiple; three, six, nine or twelve hours. It might not be the
case for another person.

So, after supper, I started the third session in the same position, with the same opening
scenario. In this case here, I pushed the energy down to my solar plexus chakra between my
navel and the base of my rib cage where the passage of my mental body opens. And yes!
The mental body is related to us at the level of the plexus. It  is there that is located the
primitive brain which governs a whole of vital functions while in the middle of the forehead, the
third eye opens in front of the brain and connects us to the conceptual body (the sixth). I did
not  try  to  stimulate this  sixth  chakra knowing instinctively  that  it  would not  serve for  this
ultimate experience. I then created at the level of my plexus, a small sun that began growing
with the constant contribution of energy coming from the top of my head. I was emphasizing
in fact this contribution. I also made swirl my sun so that it spread its rays further in my whole
being provoking again caressing intense waves everywhere and mostly in my sex. When I
talk  about  my  sex,  it  is  vaster  than  what  we  usually  understand  because,  wih  time,  I
connected it to a network of currents which travel through my pelvis, my thighs and places as
unusual as my ankles, my wrists and the back of my ears. Furthermore, the sensations travel
to a distance from the physical body that can go from a few centimeters to one meter. The
day ended this way and I promised myself to continue the experience the following morning. 

During the days when I have more than three ecstatic sessions and which prolong to two to
five days, my nights of sleep are lighter and sometimes interrupted with an inevitable session
or  two.  The superabundant  energy in  my body tries to  express itself  while  my envelope
prevents it which creates inner agitations.  I undertook this whole strange adventure more
than twenty years ago without any other reason, at the point of departure, than to explore the
capacities of the body to feel pleasure. With time, it has become also a tool of revitalization to
maintain my balance and health; to know also, at a superior level, global ecstasies unifying
my whole being and raising it to frequency levels that make me have a foreboding of better
worlds. 

Naturally,  our  bodies are crossed by energy currents including those absorbed by our
breathing  and a part  of  this  energy stays  trapped in  us.  It  accumulates  till,  in  a  circular
movement, it tries to get out of our envelope. In general, it goes down in the lower body and
its friction on our sensitive nerves provokes sensations which are sometimes pleasant or if
there are obstacles, sometimes painful. It is mainly by the sexual act that we can unload this
surplus energy to regain a certain balance between the inside energy and the one outside.
Certain intensive or sportive activities can also play that  evacuation role.  But  this excess
energy can, a fortiori, become a tool of interior transformations by its conscious manipulation



as in my case.       

The following morning, after a positive awakening, a constructive plan of my day, a small
healthy breakfast,  exercises accompanied with enhancing mantras, I  was ready at last  to
undertake the rest. I began the descent of the column of positive and vibrant energy along my
spine, always lower down, this time, to the level of my lower back right under my navel where
you find the sexual  chakra which feeds the emotional  body (the second).  While trying  to
increase the energy at that place, it provoked, unexpected phenomena, a surge of repressed
emotions from my past. I was submerged by a wave of sadness, a mix of frustations coming
from old unresolved conflicts. I forced the energy, coming from above, to be more dense,
more insisting. Despite my efforts, the descent was no more possible. Under the opposite
push, like a geyser, the contained energy, saturated with my repressed emotions, exploded
upward bringing unhealthy residues out of my head. The liberating flood lasted enough time
to feel  liberated and lightened so I  could go back somewhat to the normal course of the
experience. I created a new source of identical energy but having, on top, purifying qualities
and made it descend along the central axis of my bodies. The energy accumulated gently in
my sexual chakra and increased its charge but there was no wave of pleasure. I believe that
the expulsion of energy saturated with dross had also discharged my lower abdomen of its
surplus energy, source of pleasant sensations. I concluded the session and took a pause.    

Pleasure as well as pain goes through the same channels, which include the organs of our
five senses across the sensitive nerves and more globally, the vibratory currents that travel in
our whole being. If, for all kinds of reasons, we sensitize or hypersensitive ourselves to one,
we do it also for the other.       

During the afternoon, I undertook another session because I had to explore my root chakra
located  between  my sex  and  my anus  and  which  is  the  primary  source  quite  near  the
prelimited battery that powers the physical  body for a determined time. The basic routine
finished, the energy increased lightly in that part without however being significant. Curiously
so near my sex, I felt only slight pleasure. Maybe I would have to fill again my whole body
with  vibrant  energy.  That  was  confirmed  in  part  by  the  sensation  of  vital  energy  which
circulated freely up and down my spine in a way that I could describe light and crystal clear. I
made a last  attempt to make my root  chakra vibrate and that  was pleasant  with  a good
orgasmic intensity.                                  

These energetic orgasms are renewable at will  because there is no evacuation of this
same energy due to final spasms of ejaculation. Only  the fatigue of sensitive nerves and the
quantity, even the quality of possible vibrant energy, can be limits. Nevertheless, these limits
can be postponed more and more with the development of the potential of resistence. I did
many experiences up to now to provoke the final outcome of the expulsion of the energy
intimately  related  to  contractions  of  the  ejaculation  of  sperm.  But  if  there  is  no  physical
concrete manipulation of genital organs, there are not, at least in my case, conclusive results.
In that sense, I  am no more afraid of an accidental ejaculation which puts an end to the
accumulation of energy.  It  is me who decides when the tension level  in me has become
difficult to contain or prevents me to function normally and sometimes even can provoke a
too intense physical pain. Even in relieving myself of a bit of energy, the salutary ejaculation is
necessary in the final. In fact, only one ecstatic practice is made  alternately with a series of
more conventional sexual practices.  

                                   



You must well understand that the basic energy which accumulates naturally in our bodies
is originally neutral and is slowly tinged from our emanations. Trapped within us, it tends by its
circular movement, to naturally fit into the lower abdomen and it is there that it takes the name
of sexual energy. I started, over twenty years ago, by  manipulating the latter because it is the
easiest to perceive and manage. It was also the reminescence of many practices of different
techniques issued from tantrism exercised patiently in other lives. It is thanks to these long
learnings of past lives that this was easy today and that my results in that field were quite fast.
This opened the door after to its transformation in other forms more subtle as the energy of
healing, the energy of harmonization, the energy of contentment,  the energy of bliss, the
energy of illumination.                    

EXPERIENCE 3

After my series of experiences on the opening of my chakras whose main reason seemed
to be able to provoke waves of pleasure, I was now going towards the unknown. In the early
evening, in order to go further in the hypersensitization, I decided to use a very ancient and
efficient technique.

Maybe this can seem uncommon to you all those searches which have as main purpose
simply the pleasures of senses but you forget that this is an opening towards a capacity
always greater to live states of well-being that propagate in the whole being including all the
possible bodies. I learned with time and with a mix of willingness and surrender to direct my
vibratory  orgasms which  are  in  themselves  energy concentrations  under  tension  towards
global  ecstasies in the whole  body giving back vitality,  flexibility  and happiness to all  my
internal organs. It is easier to start from this accumulated energy to the lower abdomen and
which is greatly felt to learn after to manipulate all other forms of energy. It is surprising to see
that the directed energy downward gives energizing orgasms and the same energy directed
upward gives mystical ecstasies. That should help you to better measure out your opinion on
these two manifestations of the primary energy that have as difference only their opposite
directions.

One night, in an evening of exchange where a group was discussing astral journeys, out-
of-body  consciousness  experiences,  an  old  man  to  whom  we  asked  the  reason  for  his
attempts of out-of-body exits, anwered: 'To rise my spirit over the lowliness of my body.' This
reflection stayed a long time in my head. He did not know yet, this poor man, that without his
basic body as a stepping stone, he could not rise very high. As far as I know, nobody can rise
by descending. What earthlings call the spirit is only, in fact, other bodies more subtle, more
refined but still nevertheless stay bodies. Despite the more rudimentary side of the physical
body, it is just the same the primary source of awareness of our universe. Without a body, no
matter which one, the individual consciousness does not exist. 

To come back after  this long aside,  following my experience,  I  decided then to  use a
technique called primitive and which is rythmic dancing. The difficulty, often when we want not
only sexual parts but the entire body to vibrate, it is to distribute equitably the energy in the
whole. After many energetic orgasms without loss, this same energy can accumulate locally
and create tensions and even pain. Then that dance has for primary goal to unblock and
make the energy circulate in the body everywhere.



Standing up with feet lightly spread and turned inside, knees bent, you have to make the
body bounce while unfolding the knees in a regular and rythmic fashion. The body must be
without stiffness and flexible while avoiding to shake the head too much. A tempo settles
down and the tribal dance from the bottom of ages starts. We must imagine the energy which
bounces back from feet to head and from head to feet. If we let our body give in to the pace,
comes a time when intoxicated, it gets carried away, becomes frantic and that ends rapidly in
short and dramatic spasms, at least in my case. In the last jolts, the body ends up stirring the
energies in a new configuration to its measure.

I make this kind of exercise last approximately five minutes, ten at the maximum and I stop,
walk a little during one minute or two to restabilize and I start again the dance. I thus executed
four dances, one following the other. My body was hot and sweaty, me who perspires very
little. I was ready to live a new series of energetic ecstasies. Sitting indian style on my bed,
my whole body was palpitating and vibrated without me having to do many movements. After
being submerged by many waves of pleasure, I decided to go further.

I  did  again  three  other  primitive  dances  interrupted  with  short  pauses.  My  body  was
becoming more and more febrile, uncontrollable and was losing the notion of its space. I sat
down again and tempted to concentrate the waves of energy towards the bottom. That turned
to dizziness and my whole burning and confused body surrendered to the intoxication of the
senses. I dared undertake a third series of dances. I had to know what was at the end of this
pleasure without end. I attained then a high level of transe and in order not to waver, I had to
lie down. Run through with electric currents of energy, I lost the notion of my physical body, its
form and even its periphery to only perceive a cotton-wool like substance that vibrated and
was spreading from my center to many centimeters over what seemed to be the envelope of
my physical body. Moreover, I did not perceive the limits anymore. 

It was not the first time that I was exploring different exercises to unblock the flow of energy
in  all  parts  of  my body.  Already,  at  twenty  years  old,  I  had  read  many books  from Dr.
Alexander  Lowen  on 'The  Betrayal  of  the  Body'  and  how to  better  get  'Pleasure'.  I  had
practiced a period of time his exercises contained in his writings to help unblock tensions,
chronic knots in the body and thus make the vital energy circulate better.

To  come  back  to  my  experiences,  after  many  minutes  of  living  this  hypnotic,  even
paralyzing sensation, an inner voice suggested to start to spread this cloudy substance which
seemed I was made of. As this latter was already spreading in space over my physical body
in what was my emotional body, one third greater, I made it spread still further in my mental
body, approximately one third greater. This cloudlike matter stretched and extended easily
from one body to the other. I deployed myself then from one third to a third always greater to
surpass the limits of my room, the apartment volume, the space of the building and even
more. I was not seeing a limit to what my consciousness, conveyed by this cotton wool like
substance, could encompass a very vast space.

At some point, I stopped counting the bodies and moved by an involuntary pulsion, I saw
myself growing up to the size of Naja, my immensely superior self. To live in him entirely, I
connected myself to all possible branch lines that allowed me to be united to his whole and
become as complex as him. I could maybe spread even more and encompass his possible
futures but I judged that I could not go too far, nor too fast; the joke of the frog that swells with
pride to become as big as an ox.  Time, as any movement, seemed to have stopped. The



immensely small at the bottom joined the immensely big at the top. I could not say the time
that lasted this last experience but I ended up slowly taking back the consciousness of limits
of my physical body. Exhaused all the same by the effort, I fell asleep.

EXPERIENCE 4

It is hard for me to transcribe here all of my series of experiences lived in this Mexican trip
as, even with all my notes from the time, there are missing holes.

I could not say if it is the same or the following day that I undertook to repeat my last
experience. Lying on my bed, after a series of rhythmic dances not to say frantic, I attained a
level of perturbation of my senses that allowed me again to lose the limits of my physical
body. I again perceived myself as a cotton wool matter with vague outlines which could be
shaped at will. It is what I did while making it spread in my emotional body a third greater,
then in my mental body a third greater still, then in my sentimental body a third greater always
until  it  filled  my room,  encompassed  my apartment,  dominated  the  building  and  I  could
contemplate at last from above the whole village. In this strange state but precious and at last
stabilized, I identified myself to the immensity of Naja and surrendered to feel through him his
universe. 

Then, Naja pointed out to me that time had come for him also to take the same path but in
reverse; the path from him to me. He had the desire to know intimately again the life in a
dense body and contribute this way in return to accelerate my evolution. The part in me that
had been taken four days ago was coming back enriched of the whole of my realized self. I
understood at last that what I had lived 25 years ago was the same phenomenom. I had
received, beyond barriers of time, a baggage of experiences accumulated by the global being
I belonged to. 

Some heat started to radiate and spread on my forehead circling my head with a sort of a
ring. Without too much discomfort, it became more and more penetrating, slowly invading my
whole brain.  The interior  of  my head then became dense and hot  while I  felt  a constant
pressure in the middle of my forehead. After many minutes of this sensation, Naja pointed out
that he would now be spreading in my whole body starting with  my nervous system. He
warned me that  it  could  be painful  as  a  slight  burn.  It  was  not  really  the case.  He was
forgetting my numerous years of energetic warm-up experiences. 

Starting at the center of my brain, a sensation of molten lava started to flow in my nerve
network passing first by the bigger channels and spreading down to the smaller ones in my
extremities, highlighting the whole complex mapping. He did the same with my blood system,
the lava travelling rivers in reverse to streams and even down to each brook. He warned my
heart of the arrival of a hot and electrical reflux. The important was to not have my breath
taken away by the sensations and to continue to breathe normally while relaxing the best
possible. From my center, the burning blood spread in the least far corners of my being,
warming, giving back a new vitality, a new consciousness to all my organs.

Naja was surprised to rediscover in depth the great complexity and at the same time, the
great simplicity of a physical body. He asked me what was this mush found in my center. I
explained that it was food eaten to stay alive. He had no souvenir of this substance and made
a remark on its volume.



After an uncertain time, Naja opened my eyes, contemplated the ceiling of my room, fixed
in his memory these details and closed my eyes. Slowly, my body resumed its mobility but in
an  accrued  fashion,  warm,  vibrant  on  all  sides.  Amazed  to  be  alive,  like  a  child,  Naja
wondered of the sound of the wind that was blowing strongly from the outside. My body's
odors, after so many efforts, attracted his attention also. He got me up carefully and seated
me leaning against the wall. There were so many energetic tensions in my body that I decided
to expel them with my sex. I showed him the inherent pleasures of a physical body and Naja
made his  part  to  show me new tonalities.  This  extra  energy evacuated,  at  last  I  got  up,
staggering, went to take a shower. I had to be careful with my moves that were mastered still
badly.  Each drop of water from the shower tickled my hypersensitive skin. After all  these
transformations in me, this made me feel very good.

 I  wanted  to  put  on  a  comfortable  undergarment  but  Naja  asked me,  because of  the
ambiant heat, why I was doing that. I had to explain to him that nudity was not allowed in all
circumstances at the time I was living. I added that if there was someone who loved being
naked, it was me and what he found to be uncomfortable on my skin was more ample than
what most earthlings wore. We went on to the  balcony to breathe the hot and humid air of the
south with odors of dense foliage. Then, time had come to go to bed. Lying on my bed, under
my anti-mosquito net that clouded the vision of the room, I stayed a long time contemplating
and appreciating the interior and exterior of what we call a physical body.

EXPERIENCE 5

The following day of this first attempt of integration of Naja, I made many attempts to relax
along the day but  without  success.  I  has haunted by hundreds of  parasite  thoughts that
seemed not wanting to let go. It is only toward the end of the afternoon that a certain calm
finally settled down in me. I then could undertake a new experience in the hope to be more in
symbiosis  again with  Naja.  I  started to  take a series of  showers  warmer  and warmer in
alternance with showers colder and colder. It is a technique that allows the body to get used
progressively to extreme states and stimulates also the widening of sensitive capacities. I had
however to respect the point of tolerance that my body dictated. It reminded me of my first
orgasmic energetic experiences that I had succeeded in amplifying by taking before very hot
baths on my whole body or just locally. It is during a discussion with a man who had lived in
Japan  and  had  married  a  native  that  I  was  informed  of  this  local  practice  to  raise  the
sensibility of the body to waves of pleasure. The path of life often gives us tracks to follow.

Sitting Indian style on my bed, leaning against the wall with pillows, I slowly reconstituted
on top of my head a funnel and then a divine column of neutral energy to which I gave the
particularity to be purifying.  As usual, I  made it  descend along my central  axis while well
taking the time to feel its bright sparks with cleaning power. This column descended step by
step, chakra by chakra while spreading in the surrounding cells purifying me also up to my
other bodies with more subtle particles.

This type of experience comes surely from the force of the imagination of the mental but is
moved by deep emotions of wanting the surpassing of oneself  and is held by the will  of
feelings. All this of course in a respect and love of self. By concrete sensations in my physical
body and the other subtle bodies linked by chakras, I give life and substance to my desires
whether it  is health, well-being, serenity,  the surpassing of oneself.  This purification could
really be considered as a rejuvenating bath,  a second youth granted to all  my cells  and



particles of my entire being. 

While this energy column descended in me, I did not take any chances and I made rise at
the same time in its center the debris, the last accumulated waste. I projected them far on the
outside by taking care of decomposing them in their simple elements so that they do not
affect other beings. At a certain stage of this cleaning, the expulsions were made directly
across my physical envelope for more speed. That led to a liberating effect that made my
body heat increase. At the end of the road, I felt as in the middle of a fire. I was surrounded,
run through by flames that were consuming me. At the limit of the uncomfortable, a geyser of
fire raised from the base of my spine to engulf my whole being. I had the strength to deflect a
part by the way of my chakras towards my other bodies. The flow of lava ended by drying up
and I could take back a certain control. A freshness engulfed me filling the newly liberated
spaces and I felt lighter, even in weightlessness. Naja asked me to lie down on my stomach
to disengage my spine from the pressure of my cushions and let the last vibratory waves
freely circulate.

Often in those kind of circumstances, I felt invisible friends taking advantage of doing their
own manipulations on my body or bodies helping this way to my transformation. It must be
said also that I always felt surrounded, protected and even manipulated with the purpose of
unknown intentions. Was it entirely for my well-being or were there other motivations? Wise is
the  man  who  could  know  the  whole  truth.  This  surveillance  has  sometimes  looked
exaggerated  as  for  a  child  that  is  overprotected.  But  in  this  case,  their  help  allowed  to
accelerate the processus of cleansing in depth. 

After having felt the last waves of energy go through me, I sat again on my bed. I took time
to meditate in order to well absorb this new experience. After, I took a little nap knowing that
the evening would be long as it was just beginning.

EXPERIENCE 6

The entire day, under the formal order from Naja, I ate little. I had to provoke, again by
rythmic dances, intense vibrations in my whole body. The more profound integration of Naja
in me commanded it.  I  felt  rested after a nap of one hour and ready for the next step. I
performed then two consecutive transe-dances till my body was taken with a frantic pace that
escaped my control. The purpose was always first a mixing of energy to unblock tensions and
distribute the energy in the furthest corners; then, secondly, to loosen the rigid and limited
perception of the physical body. This made me think of convulsive and hysteric people of all
times  who  had  only  this  escape  route  to  unbearable  pressures  of  one's  environment;
disconnect the blocked circuits and make the excess get out. Between each dance that lasted
from 3 to 7 minutes, I walked a little and leaned my hands on a wall while pushing to feel my
feet well on the ground so they would prevent me to scatter too much and to take back also
my balance.  

Another technique I often used to restabilize after a series of experiences which were going
very far  in  internal  transformations was to  reconnect  simply to  the earth.  Preferably  in  a
countryside or at least on a naked ground, I was imagining my feet developing roots that were
sinking profoundly in the earth and were taking the strong and vivifying energy from it. After, I
reinforced the natural move of this energy in my body by raising it along my central axis till it



got out by the top of my head and go down again around me forming a protective cocoon to
finally re-enter by the feet and so create a closed and continuous circuit. This energy that
maintains naturally vital functions, I could tinge it with certain wanted characteristics.

I did a third and last dance, the longest one preventing my body to be carried away too
fast. I shook my hands and my arms in all directions to make them lose contact also and
unblock my shoulders that I found too rigid. The sensations went further that those provoked
by the dances of the last four days. 

As soon as I laid down on my bed, immense waves greater that my physical body swept
me at the same rythm as my breaths. They engulfed over my being and carried me in a come
and go movement. Yet, the effect only lasted a few seconds and I felt again the form of my
basic body. I took a rest of ten minutes before undertaking a fourth dance. This latter brought
me in great state of dizziness and shivers. Again lying down, I lost immediately the notion of
my form as I was swept by waves that took over all my senses. In this movement, I made an
effort of will to give in. I could not afford to manage the effects but rather let my superior self
take over. Naja asked me first, always for the purpose of facilitating its integration, to go half
way; meaning to spread this vibrant sensation in each of my bodies always about one third
greater than the previous one and this, up to my seventh, the transcendental body. 

The names of the bodies given by Naja are there to facilitate the understanding of their
functions by terrestrials but are not a universal convention since our language does not take
into account all  aspects of superior worlds. However,  they are more accurate and precise
than the words:  soul,  spirit,  astral  body,  causal,  buddhist,  atmic,  etc.  as they reveal  their
primary quality.  Their basic number is seven on earth, twelve in your known universe and
thirty-six in the three combined worlds. But this does not take into account their sub-groups
and their multiple variations inside each one that are sometimes very distinct as in the interior
of a human race as an example. Nevertheless, this takes certain beacons to guide us in this
vast universe.

When I stopped taking my expansion in my seventh body, I occupied almost the space of
my apartment. I took time to stabilize in this state then Naja started to fill  me up with his
presence by starting in the larger body. He made me understand that he was not integrating
my bodies only in a global fashion but penetrated the heart of each particle, each cell that
comprised them. He wanted to light up in each a spark of consciousness so that it becomes in
turn conscious to be unique and at the same time, united to the whole I represented. He
penetrated this way intimately each of my bodies, lighting them under a new angle. The more
he  approached  my  stable  center,  the  more  the  vibrations  were  acute.  Naja  ended  by
spreading or better,  concentrating intensely in my physical  body which recuperated in an
accrued  fashion  all  its  senses.  I  rediscovered  it  again  warmer  and  sensitive  as  after  all
experiences that contain an extreme awareness. The simple fact of moving, touching, my
hearing, my sight, my sense of smell were amplified and at the same time, filled with new
nuances. I felt, as an example, when a hair moved on my body, where it was exactly located
and which new direction it had taken. It is to explain to you and express the sensations of
sensual delight which travelled in me and the intimate joy in all my cells of being alive. It could
be resumed by the rapture of simply just being.



EXPERIENCE 7

The evening following my second experience of integration of my superior self, Naja asked
me implicitely to lie down on my bed in an opening position which implicates the legs lightly
spread open as well as the arms away from the body. He wished to make me live a new
experience that, according to him, should be enriching for me. I had to take time to get rid of
intrusive  parasite  thoughts,  not  by fighting them but  in  letting them pass as passive  and
neutral spectators. All this to attain at last a satisfactory state of relaxation. 

At this stage, I was inspired to go a little further in my abandonment. I had been practicing,
a few years ago, a method for interior journeys thanks to guided relaxation cassettes from the
Monroe Institute accompanied by hemi-sync sonorities. These cassettes had, as function, to
provoke a deep sleep of the physical body and after, the awakening of the mind to states of
superior consciousness. After more than six months of almost daily practices, it had become
easy and fast to enter into states of very deep relaxation. Often, in some of these privileged
moments,  forceful  and  uncontrollable  vibratory  waves  ran  through  me  which,  for  a  few
seconds,  swept  my  whole  body.  Some  thoughts,  not  inevitably  always  the  same  ones,
seemed to provoke them. These rebellious and intense waves would now come back to me
when I was thinking of Naja. The only thought of his consciousness in my body activated an
electric wave as strong as brief. I enjoyed myself by provoking others by searching the trigger
thoughts. I could compare them to a tingling that spreads in a split second from the feet to the
head and ends in a small tremor at the nape of the neck. I doubted that it was this kind of
sensation that was the beginning of the click that separates and propels the secondary bodies
out of the physical body; the moment before the recognition of their independance or before
the ultimate journey.  

These preparation games over,  Naja asked me simply to raise slowly,  like a bird,  and
accompany him. He wanted to make me know or at least, make me feel vibrationally the
place where he lived. To do this, I had, with each inspiration, to expand, to grow till I become
the size of his consciousness and with each expiration, him, made an effort to interfere in my
more and more dense bodies. After many minutes of this two-way breathing, I completely lost
the perception of my basic body. I had only become a consciousness without a precise form;
even if this concept is unreal from what I know. The main goal was especially to disrupt my
consciousness still too convinced to be just mental and confined only in my head. Naja invited
me to follow him by asking me to focus on my fifth body, the amorous body and to open
myself to its corresponding world. For him, it was his basic body, generator of its fundamental
perception of the universe. 

He made me feel at first this particular world where divine love is an ambient vibration. He
made  it  vibrate  around  me,  through  me,  which  lessened  further  my  whole  body.  That
sensation saturated me with a well-being that transformed in an inner peace which seemed to
radiate from all sides and unite all things. Not to be outdone, he gave me a preview of the
vibration of the conceptual world, its first actual exploration field due to his second body, the
conceptual one. It was even higher, more bare, more refined this particular vibration of great
mecanisms, principles that govern the whole universe. It was like realizing that behind that
energy uniting us, we were after all moved by the same concepts, the same motivations, the
same ideals. Since we were already so elevated, he made me catch a glimpse of the vibration
of the transcendental world, its third field of vital discoveries thanks to its third body of the
same name. It was even more pure, more clear, unifying the vibrations of my seven bodies in



a single range. It was the sensation that after so many discoveries on my complexity, I had at
last this need to unite the whole in a unique and coherent being. It was the beginning of the
search of the essential behind all things. I took time to integrate that harmonization of my
whole by doing so that each particle of my bodies would keep it in memory.

Suddenly a yawn reminded me of the accumulated fatigue and made me move my fingers.
I rapidly regained consciousness of my physical body. Naja decided then to come down the
vibratory scale with  me. He took time to well  integrate himself  in each of my successive
bodies. The last bodies took much more time not having been accustomed, for a long time, to
these low frequency registers.  Despite the two previous experiences, he was not entirely
comfortable  yet.  When  he  finally  melted  into  my  physical  body,  I  could  move  again.  I
rediscosvered it with him as if it was for the first time. Carefully, we sat on the bedside and
Naja contemplated through me the extent of my body, its form, its heat and its odor. He could
not help but caress it  to feel its texture through the softness of our hands. We made an
attempt to get up but we had to admit that it was too precipitated.

At the time when Naja gave a few consultations or services through me (20 years ago), it
was possible for him to move, drink water and even raise me and make me walk a little. But
that would have to be done carefully, smoothly and by concentrating on each gesture. He also
had  to  remember  that  each  move  exhausted  rapidly  the  available  energy  in  me for  the
experience. From my side, since I was passive but stayed conscious still, I felt as if I was
made of cotton, with slow and predictable movements with, furthermore, a vision veiled by a
light fog that made everything unreal. In the actual situation, the difference is that there was a
will from Naja's part to live in me more intimately and permanently.

We made another  attempt to  get  up  and found at  last  the  vertical  balance.  Naja was
surprised of my height, six feet, or better, he found my eyes far from my feet. We took a step
and the whole structure toppled before regaining its stability. I explained to him that's what we
call walking, a step of mobility that unbalances, a time to reequilibrate and we start again. I
told him that  he had to know this  phenomena because that's  what  he teaches. We took
another step and we took time to feel the oscillation of our whole body. The lesson learned,
we could walk almost normally to the kitchen. The breeze coming from the window caressed
our  chest  and  he  found  the  sensation  enjoyable.  He  wished  to  go  to  the  balcony but  I
reminded him that he had to put on at least some shorts. Outside, the wind was blowing
strongly with a bit of freshness. He found this less exciting and asked me to go back in. I did
not dare tell him that the place where we would be going in less than two weeks, Quebec,
was twenty degrees celcius below zero at that time. When time came to go to bed, we had to
clean the sheets off the least grains of sand as their contact on the skin was a real torture.
That reminded me of the tale of the princess of the little pea. The one that in order to test her
real royal identity, a little pea was deposited under a huge pile of mattresses on which she
had to sleep. Her insomnia confirmed her claim. In my case, that proved simply the changes
that were going on in my bodies. My senses amplified, refined at the rythm of the stimulation
of my subtle bodies. The little prince fell asleep peacefully. 

EXPERIENCE 8

My  experiences  did  not  always  have  advantages.  For  a  few  days,  with  the
hypersensitization of my body, all the exterior sounds irritated me. The loud and strong laughs
of men that drink; the shrill cries of children excited at nothing; the grave yell of traumatized



children; the rooster in a cage that screeches gloomily and keeps on singing its profound
discontentment; the backfiring of the old jalopy from a group of cool youngsters who circulate
regularly; even the humming of insignificant conversations of my neighbors which go on and
on until the early morning make me febrile and impatient. Naja asked me how he could have
lived in this universe of all excesses. After a few derisory steps to counter evil, I admit defeat
in front of the rest of the world. I then close my shutters, I barricade my door, I activate the
constant sound of the ventilator,  I  put on headphones and listen to gregorian chants that
supposedly can relax me. Thanks to celestial ways, I end up imagining myself in a hearse
going at last to my unique and real eternal rest.

The following relatively calm night, I laid down on my bed, always in search of the ultimate
union. I obtained rapidly a profound state of relaxation by counting up to ten, established code
during hundreds of relaxations. Again, these short and explosive waves, that come by an
unknown mecanism but  which  are  provoked by some high  thinking,  came through me.  I
decided to push further their manifestations and distribute them, at the time of their comings,
in my vaster bodies. As an explosion taking its source in my fixed center, I projected each
new tremor always further around me. At the pace of some keywords that provoked these
energetic eruptions, I became aware one after the other that it was not necessarily just for my
basic body to play the role of filling with energy my other superior bodies but it was also for
them to transfer towards my fondamental me.

 It came back in my head the notion that Naja had dictated to me the fact that dense matter
was solidified energy then lightly animated by vibration and that the more we raise in superior
worlds, the more the process is reversed; meaning that the matter while becoming less dense
in solidified energy became in counterpart more animated and rich in vibrant energy.

 While continuing to grow, this recognition had for effect to better make me feel the vibrant
energies  more  abundant  in  the  high  spheres.  Gotten  to  the  maximum expansion  of  my
amorous  body,  I  felt  an  energy  of  love  coming  back  towards  my center.  I  nevertheless
continued my ascent to the seventh heaven. From there, the devolved subtle energies to
each of these worlds have started to fill each of my bodies and come down towards me by
transferring from a body to the other as a fountain with many levels. Strangely, that cascade
pulled  with  it  the  consciousness  of  Naja.  I  understood  then  that  these  energies  did  not
necessarily come from my own bodies which the more subtle ones were still immature but
well those of Naja having attained their full development, at least the five first. The energy
became more and more dense, intense and vibrant as the bodies melted the one in the other.
There was, at an intense moment, an uncontrollable crescendo when Naja warned me that he
integrated all my particles of his consciousness. That triggered an ultimate spasm that made
arch my entire body.

After this ultimate effort, I got my breath back and took time to absorb this last tremor. The
sensations in my body were put back into place. I touched it to make sure that it was always
there and still whole. It was soft and voluptuous. I put my hands at different places to calm the
last  present  agitations.  Their  heat  was  strong  and  penetrating  which  provoked  an
appeasement. My hands can be a good source of regularization of energy currents flowing
through me. Another timeless moment and I  got up carefully.  I  went  to eat a little to the
despair of Naja. I reminded him that the divine energy that he gave me was not still sufficient
as yet to sustain me completely.



Where was  this  adventure  leading me? I  could only make assumptions.  As a scout,  I
surveyed territories little described in literature, nor disclosed in tea rooms. I mostly had heard
stereotyped testimonies from sinners who waded in all forms of classic vices before being
transformed in preachers by their union with a Lord and Saviour or otherwise a great talker.
Some rare confidences of ancient sages talked about transfiguration in a new being by their
fusion with a supreme being, a love god or a world of light. Could we break barriers of time
and this way accelerate the slow ineluctable evolution? The answer is not as simple. 

We  can  engage  a  certain  process  of  acceleration  of  evolution  but  only  when  the
consciousness  of  the  individual  attains  the  level  of  understanding  of  principal  motor
mecanisms of evolution. Let's not forget that the objective to be reached is nothing in itself
because  what  is  really  important,  it's  all  the  pleasure  to  travel  the  path  to  get  there.  A
consciousness can open only to the rythm of discoveries issued of concrete experiences and
then cannot jump certain essential stages. Unless maybe if... The entities which come from
superior worlds and spread in worlds underneath have then traveled the whole road in one
way and do not see necessarily the utilty to redo it in the opposite direction. Some sages or
enlightened beings are descending consciousnesses that can, at any time when conditions
allow, redo in one life or in a flash the way in reverse. If that desire haunts certain people, that
is because it is possible for them. One of the solutions can be found in this intimate union with
the being to become that we are; integrate in the whole consciousness all the past baggage
and all future baggage already included in our superior self, the realized being that we will be.
While descending in matter,  we accept to lose subtle acquisitions of superior worlds that
cannot simply manifest in this more rudimentary terrestrial world. But their reappropriations
can be very quick by the accelerated rise of its bodily frequencies. 

EXPERIENCE 9

I  am used to  making,  for  lack of  having the choice,  my experiences coincide with  the
periods  of  calmness  of  the  entourage.  This  morning,  while  writing  in  detail  my  first
experiences of frantic dances, I felt the impulse that I had to bifurcate again in that direction. I
forced  myself  to  eat  lightly  the  whole  day.  I  did  my  physical  exercices  more  smoothly
accompanied by positive key phrases harmonized to my moves.

One hour after supper, I  started by relaxing in bed, lying on my back to relieve me of
parasite thoughts and take time to feel my physical body. In this kind of experience, we must
not lose contact with the basic body which should be respected in its possibilities and limits.
Therapies of all kinds in my youth had accustomed me to listen to the slightest reactions and
messages sent by my inner senses and to trust the intelligence of all  my global  being. I
noticed that my friends of the beyond were there around me and seemed to want to take
command. They asked for me to prepare the repetition of the rythmic dance. I complied while
being a little worried of forcing too much my spine by all these tremors in so few days. 

Yet,  dances of  all  origins were  familiar  to  me having been my passion in  many lives.
Whether it is indian sacred dances that provoke ecstatic states; going through martial arts
mastered  gestures  which  exalt  power;  bifurcating  to  flamboyant  music  hall  dances  that
intoxicate the imagination up to typical dances from nightclubs which stimulate trances. I wore
out shoes of all styles throughout all the combined periods.

I then started, at first, a series of three dances of five to ten minutes, each interrupted with



a little walk and stabilization by the support on the wall and floor. I immediately laid down on
the back after the third,  arms and legs spread from the body to well  feel the effect.  The
sensation was quite enveloping with a certain intensity but seemed to not satisfy my friends.
After a rest of approximately ten minutes, they asked me to execute a new movement. The
same rebound dance should have been realized but instead of bending the two knees at the
same time, I  had to alternate their  folding and all  that while leaning forward as much as
possible with my arms down by my side. By executing this kind of dance-trance lightly latina, I
felt two currents of energy of opposite directions propagate along my central axis that began
to  be  quite  offset.  The  ridicule  does  not  kill  anyone.  I  would  have  made  jealous  any
possessed voodoo dancer. Keeping the move while leaning forward turned out to be more
difficult. I had to spread out  the legs further which accentuated the swinging hips and the risk
of dislocation. Fifteen minutes of this unusual frenzy resulted in a series of liberator spasms.
Even though I was sweating, my friends asked me to execute again the first version. To my
humble surprise,  my body and my spine were  more loosened,  more flexible  and I  could
abandon myself more to the rythm. I let myself be caught up by the frantic pace and let myself
fall exhausted on the bed. 

Unfortunately, a window was slightly open and a draft disturbed me. Time to go and close
it,  my physical  body found again  its  senses.  I  had to  redo another  dance at  the  risk  of
breaking my neck and back. My friends helped me by enhancing the circulation of energy
currents.  At  last  stretched  out  and  exhausted,  I  only  felt  a  shapeless  form of  what  was
previously my basic body.

I thought of all these ancestral dances, even the most primitive ones with their movements
extensively repeated, hammered to  the hypnotic  dizziness,  up to the liberator  trance. Alll
these initiation rituals to disorientate senses, break barriers of the body, make go back the
rational limits and liberate at last the consciousness. I promised myself to better observe, in
the future, documentaries on the traditional customs of tribes. 

My friends, always present by their emanations almost visible, whispered to me that they
would increase in a significant way the density and intensity of the energy in my basic body.
They made me start immediately with my seventh body by bringing back its specific energy
going through each of  my other  bodies and their  corresponding chakra.  The progressive
sensation  of  descent  and the  concentration  of  the  energy always  greater  with  its  proper
frequency of  each body was tremendous.  Each returned its emanations towards me and
increased this way, in a crescendo, the density, intensity and duration up to the heart of my
being. When the emotional body integrated in all the pores of my skin passing through its
chakra, I had attained a level of such concentration that I was paralyzed by the effect. The
vibrations were so compact and so high that an internal acute sound could be heard. I felt as
hard as stone and at the same time so hot and vibrant. In this supernatural state, I understood
more and more towards where this whole cascade of experiences was going. The doors of
superior worlds, more dense in vibrant energy, we opening in front of me.

Naja informed me that he wanted to go even further in his symbiosis with me, always by
going through each of my bodies starting with the fifth up to my fixed center. He wanted to
make it so that each time would be different, more intimate. His new purpose was to reach my
heart, penetrate it and relieve it of its whole past and bring it a new vitality, not to say a new
life. The process set  in motion, he came down until he took contact with my basic body and
discovered intimately its history through its genetic heritage. In penetrating the atom seed, the



very beginning of my life,  he could go back up to the lineage of my ancestors and their
thousand-year-old  legacy.  By  concentrating  after  on  my  primitive  brain,  the  medulla
oblongata, he could understand the primary functioning of my whole. He visited then all the
intricacies of my body by becoming aware of its possibilities and limits. At last, he seemed
having understood what he could remove concretely, how to improve it and restore it in its
intirety.  He declared without preamble being ready to inhabit it permanently.  I  had at that
moment a hesitation, a retracting motion, not to say a well-founded fear.

My reaction was instinctive. We do not let anybody come in our home, a fortiori, in us. At
that moment, I remembered the story of a group of friends which, with the help of a ouija
board, succeeded to contact at  random disembodied entities.  During many months, these
entities made them do exactly whatever pleased them even to the point of making absurd or
dangerous gestures defying good sense. When I was informed of their story, I asked them if
they knew their names and who they were. Against all fundamental logic, my friends did not
know anything. All that had not crossed their mind. Nobody would dare ask a total stranger on
the street to dictate their conduct even if yet, the look of the stranger could be a clue for trust.
But follow blindly invisible beings? Live in a parallel world, superior or not, does not make
them  sages  for  all  that.  The  deceased  members  of  our  family  do  not  become  all  time
protectors and guides for us, especially if they were not down here. And even if they were, it
is not given to everybody to be able to roam at will between the boundaries of the two worlds.

I then asked God, the primary force, to be present so there will  not be subterfuge of a
parasite  entity  with  questionable  intentions.  To  overcome  my  reasonable  worries,  Naja
proposed to invoke together the ultimate divine protection. That suited me and the common
prayer, said with sincerity, took away my doubts.

Naja made me understand that two consciousnesses were to be united but, through this
new entity, we we would both be winners. Him,  would incorporate his whole past baggage in
a physical body to better manifest himself in the terrestrial world and realize one of his final
goals. Me, thanks to the contribution of his mature subtle bodies, I would make an important
evolutionary jump and would realize one of my ultimate dreams. Both united, the barriers of
time could open considerably. Anyway, it was my wish to go all the way to the end and it was
his  wish  also.  We were  two  consenting  adults  for  this  ultimate  fusion.  I  would  not  have
searched my whole life the great possible realization on earth to refuse it at the last second. I
saw,  in  a  flash  of  consciousness,  where  this  adventure  could  lead  me  to.  But,  let  us
precipitate only the essentials. There is a time for each revelation.  

The oaths pronounced and the last synchronizations appearing finished, I  made a first
attempt to get up. But Naja asked me to stay still for a few more minutes to end his rythm of
integration. My friends and accomplices around me said that it was not the first time, far from
it, that they made live this kind of transformation to someone. Numerous terrestrials had that
opportunity to have their help in developing a high energetic level necessary to their soaring. I
at last got the permission to move but the weight of my ankylosed members made it so that
my first movements were unpleasant especially if I compare them to sensations of other days.
I had to stay seated indian style for a good moment to regain my normal weight and a certain
balance. A slight swing of my body, forward and backward, helped to adjust my center of
gravity. Moreover, I felt solemn, serious and even severe. My consciousness had absorbed,
among others, a facet of the other that I was discovering for the first time; me, that believed
Naja lighter and mischievous. I agree that he did not always understand all the useless and



trivial thoughts that crossed my mental constantly. He told me that thoughts should have a
minimum of order, logic and importance.

     I got up and walked to dissipate this austere impression that made me sad. I tried to
prepare a written report of the night but an unpleasant sound in my head suggested that the
last  dance was  one too many.  My inner-ear  regulator  of  equilibrium had been shaken.  I
decided to go and eat a little to reconnect with matter.

I do not recommend to anyone to conduct this kind of experience especially if he is not well
connected to his whole physical body. It is a delicate play to know how to push your limits to a
high level while respecting the potential of evolution of his bodies. At what moment do we
stop or  go a little  further? I  would  not  want  in  any way to  hurt  one of  my bodies to  an
irreparable situation in the name of elevation. Moreover, my physical body is an essential
element to my spiritual evolution and I have shown that its implication was obvious at different
levels.  I  then am well  listening to  its  reactions.  I  am not  for  illumination at  all  costs  and
especially not by starving, forcing, torturing or even mutilating the physical body. The other
bodies must be respected also in their integrity.  That goes without saying. The constraints
and forced abnegations lead only to a desert road where at the end, there is no joy, reward,
gratification of any kind in exchange of these years of starvation. That I have known for a long
time by experience! My long past confirmed it often. Then, I have decided to give myself
pleasure and eat a little. That gave me enough energy to go and write the draft of this text. I
promised myself to spend a more quiet following day to recover and take care of myself.

EXPERIENCE 10

Two days later, in the evening, lying on my bed, I made a basic relaxation which took
hardly a few minutes. Instead of undertaking a sensitive experience like the one I was used to
living here, I had a long conversation with Naja. I wanted to know and understand his real
intentions behind this association. There had to be an ultimate goal or at least a reason vaster
than this simple collaboration, as gratifying and as exalting as it was to our mutual evolution.  

I remembered a great number of experiences of my life as eccentric and pointless which
had brought me to little concrete results. It came back to my memory all my attempts to have
a career, to make profitable my research, or at least simply earn my daily bread. The results
were often pitiful. I always had difficulty to reconcile my priority to be in agreement with all I do
and at the same time comply with the requirements of society not to starve to death. Luckily
those who so-called guided me never let me without the basic necessities to survive even if it
was at the expense of donors incapable to say no. It was during my life  the most difficult part
to assume; renounce by means of failures to integrate into society either by career, love,
friendship, money, who knows?  A life of detachment and farewells. 

Nevertheless, it was well my primary goal when I started accepting, after  argumentation
with  my conscientious objectors,  to  come back in  a  physical  body for  the last  time.  The
senseless goal was to accomplish in only one life the whole realization of the being in the
matter; attain in a single overview the understanding and the fullness of terrestrial existence.
To get  there,  I  had reimbursed all  my last  accumulated debts in the course of  my lives;
repaired my wrongs, helped those that I had neglected, calmed wrenching loves, stopped
bonds without future, concluded endless conflicts. To sum it up, I made the most possible
peace with what we consider life on earth. In a last trip, I wanted to see, remember joys and



sorrows of this world. After, I would let go of the whole, detach myself of all down here; not by
renunciation or abnegation but by desire to go further. I had been around this world many
times and I wanted now new adventures over its limits. That is why this departure involved all
those returns on my past; this long review of my acquisitions until a saturation of terrestrial
experiences released me from their ties. All that was left for me was to elevate my vibrations;
including my emotions, my thoughts, my feelings at levels such that it would be impossible to
expand  more  than  by  transporting  them  in  a  more  adequate  world.  The  attractions  of
similarities would do the rest. Naja explained to me, in all simplicity, what he expected from
me without saying too much in advance but just what was needed so I could understand the
reasons of future experiences. 

Every night, I attempted a new experience because my days here are numbered. I go back
to Montreal in less than a week. Many tasks are waiting for me over there and I do not know
when I will have a new opportunity as this one to push as far this kind of adventure. Then, I
doubled my efforts at the risk of going maybe a little too fast. That Saturday night, I had only
hoped that there would not be too many parties around to interfere in my projects. During my
relaxation of introduction, I tried to go more deeply to create a hypnotic sleep of my physical
body  that  would  allow  me  to  get  rid  of  my  secondary  bodies  with  the  aim  of  a  more
transcendent experience. I wanted to rise up to the fifth world to visit the universe where lives
naturally Naja. This is what we call an astral journey in the superior worlds. But my multiple
attempts were fruitless. Waves or rather electric discharges  were running always through my
bodies but in spite of their strong and dazzling presences, they seemed to be going nowhere.

Naja rather proposed to me, always in the aim of his more intimate integration in me, to
superimpose our two basic bodies; mine, the sensitive body and his, the amorous body. If he
wanted to feel at ease and in full possession of himself with me, the idea of juxtaposition was
obvious.  This  superposition  of  our  two  bodies  surely  took  a  good  twenty  minutes.  I
encouraged the best I  could the experience by voluntary thoughts.  The challenge was to
harmonize  our  members,  our  organs  and  their  functions  so  that  each  find  their
correspondence  in  the  body  of  the  other.  These  concordances  being  made,  my  organs
received the contribution of the evolution of their elders.

Do not forget that all our senses including also all our organs and their functions arise from
senses,  organs  and  functions  always  more  subtle,  more  refined  when  we  go  higher  in
frequencies meaning in our superior bodies. Our bodies and their functions are, in some way,
the materialization, the crystalisation in the matter of pre-existent attributes in the essential
energy. By becoming a reality in a substance more and more solid, these attributes lose more
and more their subtility, their efficiency, in other words, become poorer in animated energy
but more dense in solidified energy. But in counterpart, they become, in spite of this handicap,
more  apt  to  survive  in  the  universe  where  the  primary source is  rarified.  We are  at  the
extreme limit of original energy evolution in its condensation in matter and we attempt to redo
the reverse path to return to the place where the vital source is  most abundant.

Each part of my body was stimulated and raised to a higher degree of frequency. But that
does not take into account the intense and strong sensation that invaded me; a sensation of
high electric tension where vibrations attained summits so acute that they seemed to become
inexisting. My body slipped then in a kind of a  comatose state where I now only perceived
high notes that refreshed my whole being. I started to feel a frequency, the one I believe from
the amorous world and slowly, the one of divine love. I did not make any more effort. This was



total abandonment.

By invoking in me this ultimate divine frequency, of course in the limits of my terrestrial
capacities, I  could not keep myself  from saying in silence 'All  love of God is in me'. This
phrase echoed in my transparent body as a unique sound, a range that made my inner space
vibrate. I repeated this phrase in me and it cleared some more my inner note. I renewed the
phrase many times getting always the same tonality but slightly clearer. I took the initiative to
transform the phrase in 'All my being is filled with divine love'. This provoked a light change in
its inner resonance. In the hope to go even further, to push the envelope as the saying goes, I
searched all  possible variations to the original phrase as 'I  am made of only divine love',
'Divine love fills me up permanently', 'I am divine', 'As I am, God loves me of his purest love'. I
could not refrain from slowly whispering with my voice these phrases that, as a breeze, made
resound sensitive notes in my whole inner universe. It was like I did not have a palpable body
anymore but had become a melodic wave that made vibrate  expressed concepts. I became
really conscious, for the first time, of the real  tangible value of thoughts.

The musical variations exhausted on the subject of divine love and not being able to go
further for the moment, I fell into silence. A desire to breathe profoundly took over me and
forced me to resume contact with dense matter. I noticed that the experience had tensed and
ankylosed my articulations. I had lost completely the notion of time. Getting up, I felt good but
a little confused. I had forgotten that divine love is a unifying force but yet neutral if it is not
transformed by human superlatives that we give them in general. At the moment we give a
personality to God, he becomes a God. I  laid down on my stomach to allow my spine to
relieve pressures on my body.

 
EXPERIENCE 11

Two days later, I set out to make variations on what I had already experienced for the last
three weeks. The frantic dances, which had only as focus to force the energies to circulate in
the whole physical body until it loses the perception of its own limits, had to be able to be
provoked differently.  I remembered various past experiences which had gone in the same
directions. I stood up, quite solid on my two feet, and started to raise from the center of the
earth an energy strong and powerful. What comes out of the center of the earth is not infernal
or diabolical but is  the primary divine essence customized. In this case, it transforms itself in
a profound and grave energy issued from a thousand-year-old intermingling coming from as
far as the time when minerals reigned as masters on earth. This raw energy geyser issued
from liquid minerals entered slowly but strongly by the sole of my feet, went up along my
calves, my thighs and at last my trunk. It had the power to shake me on my foundations. My
body started then to vibrate and shake until my head got carried away also. The most difficult
was to keep control and give way at the same time. In a few minutes, I lost my footing and
had to sit to calm the vertigo. This would not stop the currents of energy that shook in all
directions. There is such a great power under our feet which is called the earth. After a light
rest, I made two other identical experiences until I lost completely the perception of limits of
my epidermis. Again seated, in spite of shortness of breath, the sensation was divine. I felt a
caress in me, around me, without being able to say where was the border.

When a specific harmonious and constant movement settled, I  moved to a new stage.
Could it be that words attached to certain states of being can make vibrate in us these states
only by invoking them? I had done it the evening before just by pronouncing the word God



and its variations. I started at random by the first word 'serenity'. Its diffusion in me changed
lightly the vibration that was going through me. It is as if the energy adjusted its vibration, its
note. The repetition of the word engaged each time a light internal reaction. I told myself that
all  creation was born from the number three, so I joined together the words 'peace, calm,
serenity'. Their pronunciations gave a new continued wave in me. The intent was to acquire
these three qualities by synchronizing them, integrating them in my aura.

All space around contains all the possible. Emotions, thoughts, feelings that are emitted by
beings,  if  they do not  return to  their  transmitters,  mutually attract  themselves to  form an
egregore charged with great power of energy. They have as names; 'love, hate, hope, regret,
joy, sadness, etc.' Invoking them by their name attract them inexorably towards us, in us. The
word vitality inspired me to explore another range of three words 'force, power, vitality'. The
result was encouraging. My bodies adjusted themselves again to these three frequencies. I
explored this way a few other combinations to feel each time the variations that this was
bringing  to  my  vast  body.  I  made  it  in  sort  that  each  combination  of  three  words  was
complementary and harmonious.

I became aware that our voice, which we make modulate, was creative and could make
vibrate in diapason its correspondence and attract it this way towards us. Invoking health, joy,
love or any other virtues is a first happy step but to feel their concrete effect in us is the most
troubling. Even though we know in theory that our emotions, our thoughts and our feelings
have  an  influence  on  our  reality;  that  they  build  constantly  our  environment  from  our
emanations, but to feel our body capture and modulate in a palpable way the vibration that
generates the associated words to great concepts  is a big step towards the transformation of
a faith in certainty.

It is one of my meditation techniques that I use when my worries and my imagination do not
let go of me. I do not force silence to come. I start simply by the repetition in a low voice of a
positive  keyword  as  'serenity'.  When  the  word  settles  into  me,  I  find  variations,  other
complementary  words  as  'calmness,  peace,  happiness,  fulfillment'.  Starting  from  that
moment, I play with words to create an inner melody that appease and overwhelms me. I do
not lie to myself by saying 'I feel peaceful' which could be false or in contradiction with my
profound subconsciousness but only play with words without forcing them to anything. Each
of these words attract inexorably the egregore of energy of the virtue associated to it  by
ourself or the whole of humans. We must be conscious, however, that words, like certain
signs or symbols, can have two facets; a good and a not-so-good one. In certain cases, you
must underline, specify its constructive side. It is said that each thought, each word and each
positive gesture, that means seek understanding, mutual aid and union with the other, is like a
drop of pure water that falls in our receptacle and which, in the long run, will purify it up to its
complete  transparency.  It  is  the  number  and  constancy  of  our  positive  emanations  that
transform us in depth up till we are only a clear and vivifying source.

EXPERIENCE 12

It is my last experience before my departure. I feel like coming back to base and indulge
myself. I want to push to maximum the sensations of ecstasy in my sex organ by a technique
used at least ten years ago during another stay in the south. Well seated, legs spread out, the
back straight up and pressed on a wall, all I had to do was simply have descend an energy
column directly on my sexual parts and make it ascend along my spine. Well executed, the



energetic tension becomes a very huge force and is source of powerful sensations. This time,
I applied myself to imagine the divine energy over my head and in front of me forming a
vibrant sphere that engulfed in a funnel to concentrate in a beam of 5 to 10 cm of diameter. I
gave to this energy column the particularity to be purifying and made it descend on me.

I make an aside here to explain that in my case, because of my numerous experiences in
past lives, it is my sexual organ which is the most capable to attract, capture and stimulate the
primary  energy  to  spread  it  in  my  bodies  to  my  will.  Other  practitioners  or  teachers
recommend the third eye, others the larynx or solar plexus, etc. Often, it is the chakras or
extremities as feet, hands or the head that are the most receptive for a first sensitive contact
with the divine energy. It is up to each of us to find or develop the receptor that is suitable. In
my case, my sexual organ has played an important role as initiator. The other parts of my
body have come after adding to it. It is an organ with surprising capacities rarely explored. It is
very near the root of the immense energetic potential which is the Kundalini, the source of the
whole vitality of all our bodies. I also explored the immense potential of the Kundalini. This
might be told in another text. Often, sexuality is the main conscious manifestion of energy that
people experiment regularly and sometimes the only one.

When the energy started to make vibrate my genital organ, I clarified it by giving it three
goals; 'consume, purify, vitalize'. At a certain degree of intensification, I directed that energy
towards my first chakra and made it radiate in my sensitive corresponding body. The purpose
was, at first, for it to consume dross, my crystalizations; then, secondly, to purify the other
particles by eliminating defects, weaknesses and thirdly, to end, to vitalize by stimulating the
vibrations so that they spread equitably everywhere. After a time for rest, I repeated the whole
process to purify my second chakra and the emotional corresponding body. The ascent of
pleasure in my organ with high tension and the wave of beneficial energy rolling through my
bodies was  prodigious.  This  purification  did  not  go  without  causing tensions and vertigo.
Then,  I  had  to  give  way  a  little  more  and  let  the  blockages  and  discomfort  dissolve
themselves. I was never afraid to go too far. These experiences, easy for me, were only a
repeat of déja-vu of many other lives. I took a longer pause after to restabilize my feet on the
ground by walking in the room. 

When I resumed the experience, I made the energy rise from the base up to two other
higher  chakras while  making the purificatory energy differ  in  my bodies always  vaster  in
surface.  Between  each  wave,  my  whole  being  vibrated  ceaselessly,  in  a  constant
voluptuousness.  Can  you  imagine  a  global  orgasmic  state  that  persists  five,  ten,  fifteen
minutes? Over the years, I discovered that many parts of my body resounded in harmony with
my genital organ and could then stimulate it indirectly. We know the whole power of breasts,
nipples but there are also calves, the back of ears, the nape. Many meridian acupuncture
currents are indications of nerve centers. But, I had come, in the course of my experiences, to
make vibrate many uncommon parts of my body and all  that without any kind of physical
stimulation. In a walk, among others, we forget that all the articulations of the legs up to the
hips become sensitive and get loaded with energy. It goes the same way for the articulations
of the arms. So, after this second experience, I imagined small balls of vibrant energy in the
calves, knees and hips along with fists, elbows and shoulders connected between them and
at the base of my sexual organ where is the Kundalini. That provoked currents of pleasure
that went through my whole body during approximately ten minutes. After that, I let some
peace settle down so that at  last  I  could get up. Not wanting to go too far or too fast,  I
postponed to the evening the cleansing of my other bodies.



It is with the same scenario that I set out early evening to purify my three last bodies which
include the conceptual and the transcendental ones respectively associated to the third eye
and the top of my skull. These last two were not well known to me but as they were part, with
the amorous body, to three essential bodies of the consciousness of Naja, I tried to vitalize
them also. The more I rose in the vibratory scale, the more my bodies deployed far around
me.  The  sensations  at  the  root  were  becoming  more  diffuse,  more  subtle  and  went  on
indefinitely. When the last body received its dose of vitality, I made get in by the top of my
head a clear and limpid source that poured out in my whole being, refreshing it in an ultimate
wave. The flow retreated by letting me in a constant vibratory state. Hot currents were going
through me globally, giving a fine perception in depth and up to a good distance from my
basic body. Could I consider all my burdens washed off?  Maybe would I need other fountain
of youth baths as this one to be able to say some day that I'd be completely stripped of my
appearance and end up by simply just being? 

I laid down completely to regain a certain peace in spite of the fact I was still  vibrating
intensely. My immediate attempt to sleep a little was a failure. That took a long time before my
vibrations  could  come back  to  normal.  I  fell  asleep  late  in  the  night  promising  myself  a
following day of total rest cure. I spent the day  attending to trivial occupations savoring the
slightest activity that gave me sensations of well- being and delight; walk on the beach with
feet in soft sand, lungs full of salty air, eating a sun-ripened mango. I was going back the
following day to the rough Quebec winter that I had known too well for so long.

CONCLUSION

Where am I now? I am a new man who does not have a root other than the one I well want.
My consciousness is ever changing and covers a vastitude much larger than my simple basic
body. I am not anymore the extension of the being that I was but I am its metamorphosis. My
transfiguration has taken proportions that enable me to reconstruct each day and every step I
take drags on in the present moment. At the center of my being a strength pulses which
regulates the beatings of my heart and sends a beneficial echo up to perceptible limits of my
bodies harmonizing them this way in a single diapason.  All  my inner contradictions have
faded and gave way to the union of all my facets in a global ideal.

I carry with me all possible destinies. I let myself be guided by a superior voice that knows
better than me the next step to my fulfillment. The revelations contained in the eternal present
are enough to fill my expectations. The certainty of constant progress is based on my long
capacity to move forward constantly. I am coming close to the moment where the state of
realized  serenity  will  make  room  for  permanent  exaltation  to  be  a  living  consciousness.
Wonder will be my daily food. I am learning to perceive myself through the other in what he
has in similarity and enrich myself in what he has in difference. I probably will never know the
real  reason of  my adventure  down here;  if  destiny  was  there  or  if  an  enlightened being
manipulated the strings in a purpose known to him only. Some near or far day, I will bring
down this last facade that hides the real clarity of my truth. In the meantime, today, I have a
life to fill with lots of life.

Colin Chabot

Here is, in addition, an extract at the end of my book 'To he origin of all' written by Naja
who resumes well and even extrapolates on the being that is realized to a high degree.



Page 165

Now I will explain to you, more in detail, what are the principal characteristics of your new
species to which I ended up also being part of. Imagine a being such as you, made of multiple
lives,  who  could  allow  each  individual  in  him  to  be  reactualized  incessantly  to  become
autonomous and interact with  your  whole.  To better understand, I  have to re-explain that
there is in the universe, many races very evolved and superior to you that only have a survival
of race Which means that the energy that survives and reincarnates, only keeps in itself and
transmits the characteristics as well as the individual experiences useful to the survival of the
species. Others like you who survive because of their personal imprint. Which means that
they can prolong their  personalities through different  bodies.  But  here it  is  that  after  the
survival  of  the  common to  all  and  then  the  survival  of  the  personal,  the  survival  of  the
individual reaches a maturity.

As a Divine entity who has the possibility to prolong itself individually, each one of your
cells of your physical body has the same possibility. When the physical body of one of your
cells dies, its other bodies prolong its emotional and mental knowledge until a new physical
cell  fills  the space left  vacant  by the latter.  Each cell  of  your  body is responsible for  the
prolonging  of  its  species.  But  it  is  you  who  are  responsible  for  the  prolonging  of  its
individuality. If you don’t endow each one of your cells with a sentimental and amorous body,
besides their  three basic  bodies,  they can cease to  prolong themselves  or  to  be  simply
coherent, in harmony with the whole. Any illness, deformation, imbalance in your bodies are
due to some cells,  some particles that don’t  have your  accord nor your  support  to be in
harmony with the whole. They don’t have the minimum of energy to function normally, and
even might be deprived of a body essential to their survival.

One of the keys to attain immortality of your bodies, is at first to endow each one of their
cells or particles with a personal survival. Then, to make each one of your parts autonomous
and individual. Meaning, to fraction your consciousness in as many parts as you have cells
and particles  in  all  your  bodies.  Your  individual  survival  goes through the  recapture,  the
control  of  your  bodies  in  their  slightest  fractions  and  then  to  give  them the  freedom of
individual  consciousness,  the  freedom to  choose  your  whole  knowingly.  This  choice  will
disintegrate or unify your vibratory being forever. If the whole is maintained, the individual
survival  of  each  one  of  your  particles  will  guarantee  the  prolonging  indefinitely  of  your
envelopes, of your vehicles. And you will have the possibility to reconstitute at will any form
that will serve you to explore a world in particular. This choice of each one of your cells is this
same choice that you have to make with your superior self.

This other way to go beyond the “slow” natural evolution of the beings, is to identify oneself
to bigger than the self.  In making contact,  as an example, with  your  superior self,  you a
chance to integrate it in you. The identification to some God has for goal to make you cross
over rapidly the normal stages of the evolution, up to receiving directly and immediately the
wealth of experiences contained in the vaster being and to make it one’s own. The vaster
being is you, in becoming, your possible future. Its heritage can be accessible right now and
become your heritage. To unite oneself to one’s superior being, whether he is just above you
or higher yet, allows you to access to an understanding, a consciousness that transcends
your actual state. You are making a leap in your own evolution that transforms itself in what I
call a revolution of the being. Your future is already accessible here, now. If such is your wish,
your God can give you the opportunity to live, to precede time this way. However, I must warn



you. This revolution might implicate an internal shock between your ancient precepts that you
believed to be pertinent and some new ones unthinkable, even upsetting according to your
actual consciousness. Only some beings, for the moment, can cross over this barrier of time
and accomplish themselves in one minimal fraction of the rythm usually required. However, if
you sincerely wish to establish the context with a greater force, this will necessarily bring you
to live some experiences which will go beyond the frame of your daily life and will get you
accustomed to some superior states of consciousness.

More  concretely,  one  of  the  solutions  is  found  in  your  aura  and  its  deployment.  Stop
perceiving youselves only within the limits of your physical body. Open yourselves to bigger.
Get used to perceive yourselves in your other vaster bodies and feel their potentials and their
limits. Imagine yourselves covering a greater space that rarefies itself in palpable matter with
the distance but densifies itself in energy and refines itself in sensation. Your heart doesn’t
beat just for your physical body but beats in rythm for all your possible bodies. All your organs
can  have  their  correspondences  in  each  one  of  your  bodies.  Their  matters  dissolve
themselves little by little but the networks of energy that weave them become more and more
dense. Learn to palpate in depth your vaster bodies. Discover their particular sensibility more
and more refined and in a wandering motion. How far can you grow without losing contact
with your fixed centre, your stable self? And when you have reached your perceptible limits,
imagine that you are at a crossroad, at the meeting of a multitude of other conscious forms.
That you are a sphere of energy with a complex form that serves as a relay to a vast crossing
of currents that circulate through the entire universe. If you arrive at seeing yourselves as an
element  important  to  the  good  functioning  of  this  network,  then  you  will  become
indispensable. On the road of immortality, you have to become a vital energetic point in the
Divine body. Then, you will receive a supply of energy to sustain you eternally.

Naja




